
Math 586 (Fall 2020)
Algebraic combinatorics

Instructor: Alexander Yong

Meeting times: MWF 2-2:50pm.

Course description: This is a graduate course on methods in alge-
braic combinatorics. The course will have roughly three components
that represent modern preparation in the field. These are enumerative
techniques, symmetric functions, and multivariate polynomials.

The intended audience for this course will be PhD students in com-
binatorics as well as students in representation theory, algebra and
geometry where methods from algebraic combinatorics arise. The pre-
requisite for the course is Math 580 (or instructor approval).

This course will be taught from a combinatorial perspective. The
only exceptions (representation theory of the symmetric group and
GLn) will only assume modest background in graduate level algebra.

Grading: Based on homework exercises and a final presentation.

Below I give a list of specific topics and approximate class usage:

I. Generating series

• Ordinary generating series: e.g., tree enumeration, partition
enumeration (including the Jacobi Triple Product identity and
Euler’s pentagonal number theorem), Lagrange inversion

• Exponential generating series: e.g., permutation enumeration,
counting connected graphs, theory of species

• Asymptotics of coefficients of generating series

II. Additional general enumerative/algebraic methods

• Möbius inversion (incidence algebra)
• Lindström-Gessel-Viennot lemma
• The Combinatorial Nullstellensatz

III. Symmetric functions

• monomial elementary, homogeneous, power sum bases and their
transitions

• Representation theory of the symmetric group, characters and
the Murnaghan-Nakayama rule

• Schur polynomials
• Schur polynomials as characters of GLn representations
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IV. Young tableaux:

• The hook-length formula
• RSK correspondence
• The Littlewood-Richardson rule
• Jeu de taquin

V. Polynomials:

• Schubert polynomials
• Symmetric group combinatorics including Bruhat order and re-

duced words
• Quasisymmetric functions
• Macdonald polynomials and their specializations (Demazure

characters, atoms, Hall-Littlewood polynomials)

Textbooks will be

• H. S. Wilf, Generating Functionology, available for free down-
load at

https://www.math.upenn.edu/~wilf/DownldGF.html

• R. P. Stanley, Enumerative combinatorics, vol. 1, 2nd edition,
Cambridge University Press, 1997.

• R. P. Stanley, Enumerative combinatorics, vol. 2, Cambridge
University Press, 1999.

• W. Fulton, Young tableaux, Cambridge University Press, 1997.


